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==> This plugin allows for
over-the-top effects for the

way you sound on
Teamspeak. ==> With just a
few clicks of a button, you

are able to morph your voice
and make you sound like an
alien, robot, monster, etc.

==> Available now for free
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to our community of fans.
==> This plugin is fully

customizable. Change the
Speed, the Vibration, the

Filter, the Pitch & the Noise.
==> Just download Crazy

Voices Product Key 1.1, and
you will be good to go. News

Submit a news report for
this page and press the

submit button. This will add
your news report on this
page. If you want to add,

remove, or edit news
reports, you'll find that

information under Help. To
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add a news report to the
listing, simply click on the
Add news button in the top

left corner. Available
Categories Sorry, no articles
were found. Sources Sorry,

no articles were found.
Download the Crazy Voices
1.1 full source. This includes
the license, the readme and
an archive. A lot of other
software here. We have

quite a few language packs
for many software, this one

is dedicated to serveral
exectives at Wup2u.com. All
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of our software are based on
FS2P. So next time on the
Wup.com: This time we'll
show you how you can get

our FREE upgrade to
teamspeak server 2, ready to
use. We're working with a

lot of big companies to
make sure we have what we
need before we start the new

release. we've had
PROFESSIONAL help from
many of them :) We'll show
you all the new components
installed on your TS server
so you can make your own
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copy with 1 click. As
everyone knows, TS 1.9 is
going to be released next

week, but we can show you
now that you can download

the darn thing without
waiting. So what's with this

1.9? Well, right now we
have a beta pre-release,
which means you can

download it, and it will be up
to date when TS 1.9 is

released, but it also means
that you may not be able to
play the game online. That's

ok, because it can still be
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used without any problems.
you just need to use it to set

Crazy Voices [Win/Mac]

Crazy Voices Download
With Full Crack will make

you sound like an alien,
robot, monster, etc by
simply changing a few

settings. Hey! I'm an Indie
game developer, hobbyist

artist and game tester and I
love to create random stuff,
specially weird and "bizarre"

stuff. I'm not a half-baked
artist (if you consider me to
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be one) but I do consider
myself to be a fairly artistic
person, but one with lots of

weaknesses. I love
deviantart, sketchbook.org

and games. I have been
developing this plugin for a
long while and now that I

have cleared my debt to my
lawyer (yes, I'm a freelance
artist!), I will start sharing
the rest of the story with

you. For the first time ever,
a voice mod plugin for

teamspeak is finally
available for all to use! So
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without further ado, here's a
little summary of what this
plug is and what is going to

be included: What is it?
Crazy Voices (CV) is a

plugin for Teamspeak 3 and
above, a plugin which

morphs your voice. It has
two main goals: - To make

you sound like an alien,
robot, monster, etc. : the best
way I know to explain what

it does is to compare it to the
voice changer app. Everyone

knows that app, right?
(spoiler, it's a video hosting
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site... If you want to search
for it, just go to and search

for "Hello Youtube" or
whatever) - To make you
sound like a gamer (or a

nerd, depending on how you
see it) If you want to use this

plugin, you'll need
teamspeak 3 or above. (2.3

works, but I'd rather not
support it for now, as people
seem to be leaving it in my

app...) You will need to
download teamspeak and

double-click on crazy voices,
which should open the
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plugin in teamspeak. Once
you are inside, you will be

able to make several
settings, as well as choose
which category your voice
belongs to (to keep your

voice from being changed,
you can also select your

category from the dropdown
before making your

settings). What are the
categories? You can choose
from several categories (I'm
considering adding more)
and they will affect the

sounds that this plugin will
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make. Some of them are:
Normal : This is your usual
human voice. Nothing will

be changed here.
09e8f5149f
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Crazy Voices Crack With Keygen

Crazy Voices is a handy and
reliable plugin for
Teamspeak designed to
morph your voice and make
you sound like an alien,
robot, monster, etc. Other
features include the
possibility to increase /
decrease the voice strength,
as well as to tweak the
volume of the effects. The
plugin can be used in
multiple ways : as a voice
transmitter, server effect,
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effector, modulator, etc. The
module is provided as a
standalone version that may
be used by itself or as base
for more complex plugins,
like binauralization, etc. At
Last we released version 1.1
with a number of new
features and fixes : 3D
microphone support user
friendly UI AM / FM radio
channel support Christmas
Bonus!! Ability to run
multiple instances of the
plugin on the same TS server
Customizable title/name
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(antenna, channel)
customizable "timer length"
(optional/default value : 15)
customizable "time to next
sound" (optional/default
value : 15) customizable
"sound" duration
(optional/default value : 2)
customizable "sound"
volume (optional/default
value : 55) customizable
"environment volume"
(optional/default value : 40)
customizable "env burst
volume" (optional/default
value : 50) customizable
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"env gain" (optional/default
value : 0.3) customizable
"live" volume customizable
"live" gain Simplified UI
with Info Window run as
background script Added a
lot of documentation (Wiki
in particular) Optimized the
plugin for all kinds of
hardware (Linux / Mac /
Windows / iOS) The plugin
was tested on various
platforms : Windows (Win
7/8/10), Mac OS X (10.4+),
Linux (Ubuntu, fedora,
CentOS) Included in the zip
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file are a log file and the
folder "Common" which
contains 3 folders. Please
observe that the plugin is not
completely portable (not
meant to be) : it uses some
hardware and operating
system specific features, and
cannot run on all
machines/platforms. Please
make sure you have the right
drivers and preferences
installed on your computer
before using the plugin.
Software used : : Audio
Engine for Linux 2.0.6,
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Sound System for Mac OS X
2.1, Foobar 2000 for
Windows (project music
system). You can find a
video tutorial online at:

What's New in the Crazy Voices?

Teamspeak 3 voice changer
plugin. It is easy to use and
works with any voice
changer using MTS (aka
Teamspeak Changer plugin)
It can also work as an
ordinary plugin, which
means that you can say the
voice changer and he will
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automatically make the
voice change according to
the Wav files you've given as
input. Crazy Voices
Screenshots: Also include in
the following screenshots:
-The sound and settings of
the plugin -The actual
changer -Screenshots of the
information the changer
shows on the screen when
you use the change voice
function. -A video showing
how to use it (courtesy of
SpraZy) Basic Crazy Voices
usage: -Download the Files
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-Unzip it -Open the plugin
-Select the audio you want to
change your voice (in my
case it is the sound sample
of the guy asking for help )
-Click on "Change" -Select
the record voice you want to
change (in my case it's
'Porky_6') -Click on
"Change" again -Choose a
sound file which sound will
be used as the new voice by
teamspeak to replace the old
voice -Click on "Change"
again -Go to the VOICE
CHANGER SETTINGS and
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make sure the audio that will
be used as the new voice will
be in the "Recorded" WAV
file. -Click on "Change"
again -Click on "FINISH"
-Enjoy your new voice
changer! Crazy Voices
Packages: Before purchasing
the plugin, please check out
the packages we've
uploaded. All packages
include the plugin, the
changer audio file, and a
help guide which includes all
the steps to use the plugin
and the changer. In the case
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of packages containing both
Crazy Voices and the
changer there is the
possibility to use the changer
without buying the plugin if
you're already using crazy
voices. You only need to
purchase the plugin and the
package will include
everything. Requirements:
-Teamspeak3 with
MTSChanger -Skype is not
required if you are using
Teamspeak 3 What's new in
Crazy Voices: New Version:
Version 1.3.3 -Fixes and
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improvements: -Various
bugs and improvements
Downloads for Crazy
Voices: The download of
Crazy Voices has
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System Requirements For Crazy Voices:

NVIDIA is the most
advanced technology for the
AMD, AMD will be the best
choice for NVIDIA. Paired
with NVIDIA discrete GPU,
require at least GTX 970 or
higher recommended AMD,
AMD must be paired with
AMD discrete GPU, so
AMD will be the best choice
for NVIDIA. The current
system will be tested using
Win 10 and all testing will
be performed on the CPU
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and GPU using Gigabyte
AORUS HAWK Gaming 2
motherboard with AMD
A10-7870K and NVIDIA
GTX 970 GPUs. Please read
the complete guide here
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